The relations between main stellar parameters
Where M,R 0 and T 0 are a mass of the star, its radius and temperature on its surface.
If to take into account the thermodynamic characteristics of stellar substance [1] , one can see that this relation is effect of two other correlations:
and
If main parameters are expressed through corresponding solar values τ ≡ 
Simultaneously masses, radiuses and surface temperatures can be measured for close binary stars. The measuring data of these parameters are gathered in consolidated table in dissertation (in Russian) [2] . As a matter of convenience of readers, this table together with references on original studies is quoted [1] . On base of this data, relations (4), (5) and (6) are gathered in the Table. The analysis of these data leads to few conclusions. The averaging over all tabulated stars gives < τ µ 7/12 >= 1.007 ± 0.07.
and we can conclude that the variability of measured data of surface temperatures and stellar masses has statistical character. Secondly, Eq.(6) is valid for all hot stars (exactly for all stars which are gathered in Table) .
The problem with the averaging of ρ µ 2/3 looks different. There are a few of giants and super-giants in this Table. The values of ratio ρ µ 2/3 are more than 2 for them. It seems that, if to exclude these stars from consideration, the averaging over stars of the main sequence gives value close to 1. Evidently, it needs in more detail consideration. Table. The relations between main stellar parameters 
